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Proceedings of the 20th Congress of the International Ergonomics Association (IEA 2018): Volume IV: Organizational Design and Management (ODAM), ... in Intelligent Systems and Computing)Springer, 2018

	
		This book presents the proceedings of the 20th Congress of the International Ergonomics Association (IEA 2018), held on August 26-30, 2018, in Florence, Italy. By highlighting the latest theories and models, as well as cutting-edge technologies and applications, and by combining findings from a range of disciplines including...
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MATLAB Recipes: A Problem-Solution ApproachApress, 2021

	
		Learn from state-of-the-art examples in robotics, motors, detection filters, chemical processes, aircraft, and spacecraft. With this book you will review contemporary MATLAB coding including the latest MATLAB language features and use MATLAB as a software development environment including code organization, GUI development, and...
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Field and Service Robotics: Recent Advances in Research and Applications (Springer Tracts in Advanced Robotics)Springer, 2006
Since its inception in 1996, FSR, the biannual "International Conference on Field and Service Robotics" has published archival volumes of high reference value. This unique collection is the post-conference proceedings of the 4th FSR in Lake Yamanaka, Japan at July 2003. This book edited by Shin’ichi Yuta, Hajime Asama, Sebastian...
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Cooperative Control of Distributed Multi-Agent SystemsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
The paradigm of ‘multi-agent’ cooperative control is the challenge frontier for new control system application domains, and as a research area it has experienced a considerable increase in activity in recent years. This volume, the result of a UCLA collaborative project with Caltech, Cornell and MIT, presents cutting edge results in...
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Robotics DemystifiedMcGraw-Hill, 2004

	There's no easier, faster, or more practical way to learn the really tough subjects 


	McGraw-Hill's Demystified titles are the most efficient, interestingly written, brush-ups you can find. Organized as self-teaching guides, they come complete with key points, background information, questions at the end of each...
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Reinforcement Learning: State-of-the-Art (Adaptation, Learning, and Optimization)Springer, 2012

	Reinforcement learning encompasses both a science of adaptive behavior of rational beings in uncertain environments and a computational methodology for finding optimal behaviors for challenging problems in control, optimization and adaptive behavior of intelligent agents. As a field, reinforcement learning has progressed tremendously in the...
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Probabilistic Graphical Models: Principles and Techniques (Adaptive Computation and Machine Learning series)MIT Press, 2009

	Most tasks require a person or an automated system to reason--to reach conclusions based on available information. The framework of probabilistic graphical models, presented in this book, provides a general approach for this task. The approach is model-based, allowing interpretable models to be constructed and then manipulated by reasoning...
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Guided Self-Organization: Inception (Emergence, Complexity and Computation)Springer, 2013

	Is it possible to guide the process of self-organisation towards specific patterns and outcomes? Wouldn’t this be self-contradictory? After all, a self-organising process assumes a transition into a more organised form, or towards a more structured functionality, in the absence of centralised control. Then...
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Dynamic Vision for Perception and Control of MotionSpringer, 2007
The application of machine vision to autonomous vehicles is an increasingly important area of research with exciting applications in industry, defense, and transportation likely in coming decades.
Dynamic Vision for Perception and Control of Road Vehicles has been written by the world's leading expert on autonomous road-following...
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Biologically Motivated Computer VisionSpringer, 2003
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the Second International Workshop on Biologically Motivated Computer Vision, BMCV 2002, held in Tübingen, Germany, in November 2002.

The 22 revised full papers and 37 revised short papers presented together with 6 invited papers were carefully reviewed and selected from 97...
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Genetic and Evolutionary Computation for Image Processing and Analysis (EURASIP Book Series on Signal Processing and Communications)Hindawi Publishing, 2008
Image analysis and processing is steadily gaining relevance within the large number of application fields to which genetic and evolutionary computation (GEC) techniques are applied. Although more and more examples of such applications can be found in literature, they are scattered, apart from a few exceptions, in proceedings and journals dedicated...
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Robot Builder's Bonanza, 4th EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2011

	Which of these fields are involved in robotics? You may choose from the following: engineering,
	electronics, psychology, sociology, biology, physics, artificial intelligence, math, art,
	mechanical design, mechanical construction, computer programming, sound synthesis, vision,
	ultrasonics, linguistics, microelectronics, process control,...
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